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veto by President Wilson of
Preliminary estimates of the national defense
hill for the coming fiscal year total $800,000,000.
the literacy test immigration bill commands our
The high coat of living has nothing on the rising approval and endorsement because it is quite in
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cost of national safety insurance.
line with the steadfast position of The Bee on this
subject. We have argued over and over again that
Of course, it is past history now, but would ability to read and write is no proper gauge of the
it not have been better for ail concerned had the worthiness of an immigrant'
coming here to make
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Almost every day is a record day if the South
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In former' times beef,' pork and
mutton prices readily ascended the stairs. High
living and consequent heft makea the elevator a
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the measure, after the last veto,
the extreme restrictionists sought to escape the
most persistent opposition, by providing an apparent loophole for illiterates who should prove
that they came to escape religious or political
This would be a mskeshift at best
Incidentally, it will be eaaier to make Omaha persecution.
and leave these unfortunates at the mercy of arbigreat industrial center if the tax rate ia kept
trary decision for or against their admission by
down to reasonable limits. Let
us(not forget
that in bidding for new enterprises Omaha must the immigration officials. More than that, aa
Preaident Wilson points out, it would constitute
compete with other cities keeti tea take advantage
a continuous source of embarrassment
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of every differential in their favor.
diplomatic relatione with countries whose laws
While revising the primary law provision we might be called upon to construe as furnishing
should be made for party enrollment or registra- ground for application of this exemption clause.
The whole question, however, goes down
tion of political affiliation throughout the state
as well aa in registration cities, aa sow. ; None deeper to the basic principle of the republic
but member of the respective political parties founded on the right of expatriation and the corshould be permitted to bare a voice in making related recognition of the moral right of natives
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with jail and workhouse or detention home for the fact thathe bill waa originally passed by a
delinquents and possibly with the custody of the majority which could easily override it, those
iauc, but they have nothing whatever to do who agree with the preaident will do well to
with the matter of medical treatment for the desapprise their representatives in congress of that
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R.'s Description of a Forest

r 'Tkeeetora Raaaavalt, ia Scrftaar's- Iii the heat and moisture of the
tropic the
struggle .for life among the forest trees and plants
is far more intense than in the north. The trees
Stand close together, tall and straight, and most
of them without branches, until a great
height has
been reached, fori they are striving toward the
' aun.jBnd to reach it
they must devote all their
energies to producing a stem which will thrust its
crown of leaves out of the gloom below into the
riotoj sunljght which bathes the billowy green
upper plane of the forest. ;
i A huge buttressed giant keeps all the neigh-lionn- g
trees dwarfed until it falls and yields its
place to the sunlight to the most instantly vigor-Ju- s
of the trees it formerly suppressed.
.
i Near the streams the forests are almost impassible, so thick is th tangle below, but awav fmm
the streams the walking is easier, because
only a
few bushes and small trees grow in the perpetual
Wiade. To the newcomer one unending wonder is
the mass of vines, the lianas or bush ropes;
everywhere they hang from the summits of the trees
or twist around the trunka, or lace them together.
A few kill the trees; most aeem to do them no
damage, ; Some are huge, twisted, knotted cables,
dragging down the branches around which they
are wrapped, and themselves servinar aa auniutrta
for lesser vines that twine around them. Others
siretcti up. up, as straight and slender as the
hroiidt of a ship, until they are lost overhead in
lire arcen ceiling ot interlocked leaf and branch.
Oi most of the trees I did not know the mmu
lu among the. tallest were the mora, with huge
fl
wig buttresses, and the greenheart, with its
"white trunk. It was unending pleasure fo walk
I'Tungh the towering forest. In the shade it was
aUas coot, even jt midday." There was no wind.
All sounds seemed faint and far
away.' Under the
solemn archways of the trees it was dim and mys- icriuuh, ijKciuiie grcai camcarai at ousk.
'
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In the Wake of Pershing.

Following the American army" out of Mexico
comes s long line of refugees. Mormons and
Mexicans alike who had relations with the American army during its stay below the border are
fleeing in terror from visions of Villa's vengeance.
The presence of Pershing provided peace; hia
withdrawal again turns a large and fertile section
of northern Mexico over to anarchy and dispr-de- r.
The administration at Washington is now
said to again incline to allowing the Mexicana
to work out their own aalvation without further
meddling from this side. This means that a sorry
chapter of American history ia coming to an end
in flight from home of men, women and children,
a land left to desolation and a murderous brigand,
guilty of unnumbered and nnnameable crimes,
triumphing over order, while watchful waiting
wonders what will happen next The one comforting thought' in the whole aituation comes
through the gallant conduct of our soldiers, whose
patience has withstood sore trial.
Oregon and Kansas must look to their laurela
as inventora of "progressive legislation." South
Dakota enters the list as a competitor for high
honora. A bill depriving doctors of surgical fees
in casea of wrong guesses on the state of the
appendix tags a doubt of medical infallibility.
StitlXif the doctors are cut out of the price of
cutting in, the experience remains to console
'
v '
them,
,
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An Ohio philosopher says the "ballot is the
most sacred thing an ' American possesses."
A group of Cincinnati citizens are taking compulsory lessons along that line.
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